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Voice　Made　Visible：
The　Place　for　Voice　on　Stage　in　Noh
and　Robert　Lepage’s　Lipsynch（2008）
Manabu　Noda
World　premiered　in　its　entirety　in　London　2008，　Robert　Lepage’s　eight－
hour，　nine・act　stage　epic五毎）synch　is　arguably　kabukiesque　in　its　diffu－
sive　structure，　with　side　characters　in　one　act　subsequently　turning　into
main　characters．　It　has　one　binding　theme，　though，　which　is　voice，　and
in　its　execution，　Lepage　made　elusive　voices　visible　in　a　way　compara－
ble　to　noh．
　　　As　an　extension　of　self，　voice　threatens　the　closure　of　subjectivity，
The　most　disturbing，　hallucinatory　kind　of　voice　rings　as　if　coming
from　somewhere－or　nowhere．　This　uncanny　voice　is　often　featured　in
noh，　especialiy　in　the　pieces　called　two・act　fantasy　plays．　Towards　the
end　of　the　play　the　chorus　takes　over　the　voice　of　the　protagonist，　but
as　they　do　not　sing‘in　character，’the　presence　of　the　dancing　Protago－
nist　is　dissociated　from　his　voice．　Rather，　the　concluding　dance　visual－
izes　the　sheer　physicality　of　the　voice　in　desperate　search　for　a　horne，　a
place　it　can　belong　to．
　　　Lepage’s　Lipsynch　is　also　an　attempt　at　reinstating　the　presence　of
elusive　voices－voices　of　the　dead，　the　distant，　aphasiacs，　and　from
within－visualizing　them　with　full　uncanniness，　or‘unhomeliness’（das
こfnhei〃zliche）．　‘Lipsynch，’explains　the　director，‘is　about　the　specific
signification　of　all　three　［i．e．　voice，　speech，　and　language］　and　their
interaction　in　modern　human　expression．’This　essay　discusses　the
place　of　voice　on　stage　in　noh　and　Lipsynch，　and　how　the　audience　is
allowed　to　share　in　its　unhomely　physicality．1
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1．Voice　and　cyberpunk　dread
In　l964，　Marshall　McLuhan　discussed　the　implications　of　the　telegraph
and　wrote　thus：
［W］ith　the　telegraph，　man　had　initiated　that　outering　or　extension
of　his　central　nervous　system　that　is　now　approaching　an　extension
of　consciousness　with　satellite　broadcasting．　To　put　one’s　nerves
outside，　and　one’s　physical　organs　inside　the　nervous　system，　or　the
brain，　is　to　initiate　a　situation－if　not　a　concept－of　dread．2
McLuhan　is　talking　about　the　cyberpunk　dread．　Once　the　brain　and　the
nervous　system　are　put　outside，　the　physical　contour　of　self　is　irrepara・
bly　blurred．　Self　is　no　longer　contained　within　the　skin　as　the　interior／
exterior　distinction　is　obfuscated．　The　body　becomes　like　the　Klein
bottle，　the　3D　version　of　the　M6bius　strip，　having　no　distinct　inner　and
outer　sides．
　　　What　is　particularly　interesting　here　is　the　cross－boundary　nature
of　voice．　For　McLuhan　points　to　speech　as　the　source　of　this　cyberpunk
dread：
Whereas　all　previous　technology（save　speech，　itself）had，　in　effect，
extended　some　part　of　our　bodies，　electricity　may　be　said　to　have
outered　the　central　nervous　system　itself，　including　the　brain（216，
my　emphasis）．
Note‘save　speech，　itself．’Like　electricity，　speech，　as　voiced　thought，
outers　the　central　nervous　system　itself．　Voice　is　prototypical　in　giving
rise　to　the　cyberpunk　dread，　the　Klein　bottle　state　with　no　inside／out・
side　distinction，　leading　to　the　question　of　whether　speech　is　a　part　of
the　body，　or　a　technological　extension　of　the　brain．　It　is　technology
because　language　is　artificial　regardless　of　any　language　instinct
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claimed　by　Chomskian　innativists．　One　may　be　born　with　the　innate
ability　to　use　language，　but　still　everyone　is　born　into　language，　which
is　a　symbolic　order　given　by　the　other．　At　the　same　time，　it　is　difficult
to　deny　the　physicality　of　voice．　Voice　can　hurt　when　it　is　loud，　or　ut－
tered　into　the　ear，　Voice　gives　the　tactile‘feer　to　what　is　being　said，　the
kind　of‘fee1’which　cannot　be　reduced　to　meaning　alone．　In　speech，
voice　is　physicality　itself．　It　is　an　extension　of　the　body，　which　fully
retairls　its　physicality，　but　still　functions　as　the　externalized　nervous
system．
2．Sewing　voice／sewn－on　voice：Celan　and　Lacan
　　　Paul　Celan　poses　a　question　concerning　this　cross－boundary　nature
of　voice　in　the　opening　lines　of　his　poem：
Was　ntiht
an　dieser　Stimme？Woran
ntiht　diese
Stimme
diesseits，　jenseits？3
What　sews
on　this　voice？On　what
sews　this
voice
this　side，　that　side？
Is　voice　sewn　on　by　something？Or　is　it　voice　that　sews　on　something？
If　so，　on　which　side　does　it　sew，　and　on　the　side　of　what？
　　　It　is　interesting　to　find　that　Celan’s　questions　seem　quite　relevant　to
Jacque　Lacan’s　recondite　graphs　of　desire，　especially　the　one　which　con・
cerns　the　birth　of　speaking　subject，
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Signifiant
1（A） ?
Voix
　　　　　　ソSlavoj　Zi2ek　explains　the　Lacanian　voice（or　voix）as　the　residue　of　the
signifying　chain　going　from　left　to　right　in　the　diagram．　This　signify・
ing　chain　is　retroactively　quilted－or‘sewn　on’－by　the　subject’s
intentionality，　which　is　represented　by　the　horseshoe　curve　going　from
right　to　left．　The　signifying　chain　is　a　file　of　signifiers（like‘freedom’，
‘equality’，‘justice’，‘state’，‘democracy’，　etc．）．　Those　signifiers　could
mean　different　things　according　to　the　context，　or　the　symbolic　system
（like　capitalism，　socialism，　ecologism，　or　any　other　sort　of　political　ideol・
ogy）．　Confronted　with　the　signifying　chain，　the　subject’s　intentionality
first　encounters　the　symbolic（designated　as　the‘A’），　which　retroac－
tively　gives　the　signified　as　the　value　of　a　signifier，　given　in　this　graph
as‘s（A）’，　meaning　that　it　is　a　signified　given　by　the　A，　or　the　Other　as
the　symbolic　system．
　　　Instead　of　digging　deeper　into　Lacan’s　diagram，　let　us　concentrate
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　ソon　what　the　voice　means　in　the　diagram．　Zi2ek　explains　this　as　the
physical　residue　of　signification，‘a　meaningless　object，　as　an　objectal
remnant，1eftover’．4　This　is　quite　different　from　how　Derrida　sees　voice
after　Artaud，　because　Derrida’s　voice　is　the　vehicle　of　meaning　in　full－
ness，　and　therefore　the　ideal　presence　of　self，　uninterrupted　by　any　exte－
rior　or　prior　intervention．　The　difference　between　Lacan’s　and　Derrida’s
voices　may　be　better　understood　by　simply　trying　to　draw　the　line　be－
tween　voice　and　speech．　Voice　puts　more　emphasis　on　the　sound，　or　the
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physical　vibration　mediated　by　air，　whereas　speech　emphasizes　the　mes－
sage　that　is　to　be　conveyed．　We　will，　however，　soon　discover　that　the
voice／speech　opposition　is　not　simply　that　of　the　container　and　the
content．　Just　as　the　Aristotelian　substance　is　a　compound　of　matter　and
form，　orality　is　impossible　other　than　as　a　compound　of　voice　and
speech．
　　　Voice　does　not　require　the　presence　of　the　speaker，　the　kind　of　pres－
ence　which　can　be　touched　or　seen．　I　am　not　talking　about　the　radio　or
telephone　here．　Rather，　imagine　voices　coming　from　everywhere　when
you　are　in　the　crowd．　Not　only　can　voice　be　heard　from　nowhere，　as　one
‘imagines’hearing，　but　also　one’s　own　voice　can　fall　upon　one　as　if　com・
ing　from　someone　else．　These　schizophrenic　moments　which　are　dis－
turbing　enough　to　rupture　the　closure　of　subjectivity　has　been　explored
in　theatre　for　very　long．　Voices　from　another　world　are　abundant　in
Japanese　noh　plays．　And　think　of　Beckett’s　plays，　in　which　voices　are
often　unidentified　by　the　hearer，　even　when　the　person　is　hearing　his
recorded　voice　as　in　Krapp’s　Last　Tape．　These　are　the　moments　subjects
are　made：one　is　called　upon－or　interpellated－through　being‘sub・
jected，’or　thrown　under　the　voice　coming　from　the　Other．　These　are　the
moments　which　threaten　subjectivity，　creating　ruptures　in　its　imagined
closure　and　bringing　out　the　personal　into　the　domain　of　the　public
through　voice．　Voice　as　such，　therefore，　is　fundamentally　political，　and
therefore　most　dramatic．　The　audience　is　allowed　to　participate　in　the
subjectivity　presented　on　the　stage－the　kind　of　subjectivity　of　which
closure　is　no　longer　warranted．
3．The　uncanny　voice（unheimliche　Stimme）in　noh
This　uncanny　voice　is　often　featured　in　noh，　especially　in　the　pieces
categorized　as　fuleushthi　mugen　noh，　or　two－act　fantasy　plays．　In　the
first　act，　the　listening　character，　often　a　travelling　monk，　encounters　the
protagonist，　typically　a　ghost　who　has　a　story　to　tell　the　living．　Just
before　the　second　act，　a　local　explains　the　background　information　to
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the　ghost’s　story．　In　the　second　half　the　protagonist　reapPears，　and
relives　his／her　memory．　The　act　culminates　in　a　dance，　during　which
the　chorus　takes　over　the　voice　of　the　protagonist．　However，　as　the
chorus　do　not　sing‘in　character，’the　presence　of　the　dancing　Protago－
nist　stands　in　delicate　tension　with　their　voice．　In　a　way，　the　concluding
dance　makes　visible　the　sheer　physicality　of　the　voice　which　is　in　des－
perate　search　for　a　home，　or　a　place　it　aspires　to　belong　to．　The　voice　is
uncanny，　or　unheimlich　in　German，　literally　because　it　is　un－homely．
　　　An　excerpt　from　lzutsu，　a　typical　two－act　fantasy　noh　play，　may　be
helpful　in　illustrating　how　voice　works　in　this　type　of　noh．　A　traveling
Buddhist　monk　visits　the　now　dilapidated　temple　which　comiriemorates
the　poet．　The　monk　as　the　listener　figure　is　seated　stage　left．　Only　the
protagonist　actor，　or　shite　in　Japanese　literally　meaning‘the　doer，’wears
amask．　The　lines　spoken　by　the　main　character－the　ghost　of　a
woman　recounting　her　happy　days　with　her　husband－is　taken　over
by　the　chorus　in　the　middle　of　the　song　that　her　husband　sang　to　her，
and　the　shite　dances　to　the　chorus．　When　the　dance　finishes　and　the
play　draws　to　a　close，　the　shite　speaks　again，　gazing　into　the　well，　but
her　voice　is　soon　taken　over　by　the　chorus．　The　chorus’s　chant　goes　like
this：
テ??
GHOST：Isee　my　h
CHORUS：
　　　Isee　my　husband　in　my　reflection，　and　I　miss　him；
　　　η3θ伽α9θqプ配sso厩，
　　　五ike　a　withered　floωer
　　　IS　nOW　colourleSS，0吻露S　SCθ窺
　　　1～emainingゼη’んis　te〃4）♂θ’んαオcommθmorates　hi〃Z．
　　　The　bell　tolls，　and　the　day
見ればなつかしや
われながらなつかしや　亡夫暁霊の姿は　しぼめる花の　色無うて匂
い　残りてありはらの　寺の鐘もほのぼのと　明くれば古寺の　松風
や芭蕉葉の　夢も破れて覚めにけり　夢は破れ明けにけり5
　　　　　　　　　　usband．　How　I　miss　him．
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Breaks　on　the　forsaken　temple．
Like　frail　leaves
The　dream　is　now　torn，
Torn　in　the　dawning　morn．（My　italics．）
My　translatiorl　tries　to　show　that　in　the　original　text　the　source　of　the
voice　is　made　ambiguous　in　the　italicized　part．　It　is　clear　that　the　first
line　of　the　chorus　is　the　continuation　of　the　preceding　ghost’s　line，　but
in　the　italicized　part　it　is　made　ambiguous　whether　it　is　the　continua－
tion　of　the　ghost’s　line，　or　a　part　of　the　narrative　depiction．　Is　the　voice
on　this　side　or　that　side？Is　it　coming　from　the　protagonist，　or　is　it
rather　a　detached　narrative　voice　commenting　upon　the　scene　in　which
the　protago’nist　is　still　dancing？Moreover，　in　the　original　Japanese　the
italicized　part　is　particularly　irregular　in　terms　of　grammar：akind　of
dithyramb　in　which　each　unfinished　sentence　run　into　the　next，　though
seamlessly　joined　by　the　use　of　puns，　metaphors，　and　classical　allusions．
Thus　the　source　of　the　voice　glides　from　the　protagonist　into　a　detached
overall　narrative　with　no　clear　shifts．
　　　In　the　two－act　fantasy　noh，　voice　from　the　past　takes　a　visual　form
and　relives　the　story．　The　voice　often　comes　from　classical　literary
texts，　as　lzutsu，　a　two－act　fantasy　play　believed　to　have　been　written　by
Zeami　in　the　early　l5th　century，　looks　back　upon　the　classical　lOth－
century　story　of　a　woman　waiting　for　her　aristocratic　poet　husband
Ariwara　no　Narihira．　The　audience　一　represented　on　the　stage　by　the
listener　figure　called　walei，　meaning　the　sideman　一　gives　the　voice　its
place　by　the　act　of　listening　and　commemorating．　The　protagonist　does
not　reveal　his／her　identity　as　a　ghost　from　the　past　until　the　most　of　the
tale　is　told，　creating　the　effect　that　the　voice　and　the　tale　have　fallen
upon　the　hearer　from　nowhere．　The　fluid　use　of　the　chorus　allows　the
shite　character　to　move　in　and　out　the　narrative　framework　and　become
simultaneously　many　things：the　narrator，　the　actor　who　relives　the
tale，　the　subject　of　the　narrative，　and　even　the　audience　to　the　story
being　told．　The　shite，　or　main　actor　gives　a　visual　form　to　her　elusive
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presence　which　wanders　in　and　out　of　the　framework　of　the　pro－
tagonist’s　narrative．　The　s配’2冶presence　originates　in　the　story　he　nar。
rates，　but　does　not　remain　there．　The　actor’s　stage　presence　embodies
the　voice　as　a　residue　of　the　story　he　begins　to　narrate，　although　this
residue　also　forms　the　emotional　core　of　the　story　itself．　To　emphasize
the　residual　quality　of　his　stage　presence，　I　called　this　the　Lacanian
voice．
　　　Most　importantly，　the　further　the　voice　seems　to　drift　away　from
the　shite　actor　during　the　chorus，　the　more　he　embodies　the　physicality
of　the　voice．　The　actor　visualizes　the　Lacanian　voice　which　remains
after　the　slippage　between　signifiers　and　signifieds　has　been　halted，　if
only　temporarily，　by　the　intention　of　the　subject　retroactively　sewing
on　the　signified　chain．　It　is　this　voice　which　is　reclaimed　by　the　shite
character　and　commemorated　with　theωα勉and　the　audience　alike
through　the　actor’s　dance　in　the　finale．　Here　we　may　note　the　two　sali－
ent　characteristics　of　theatricality　in　lzutsu　and　in　fact　many　other　two・
act　fantasy　noh　plays　in　terms　of　the　Lacanian　voice：voice　visualized
and　voice　reclaimed　in　commemoration．
4．Voice　visualized：‘Michelle’in　Lepage’s　Lipsynch
Robert　Lepage’s　Lipsynch　was　first　performed　in　its　entirety　in　Barbican
Centre，　London　in　September，2008．　It　is　an　over－eight－hour－long，　nine－
act　epic，　and　as　is　often　the　case　with　his　large－scale　productions，　the
world　premiere　in　London　took　place　after　a　long　period　of　creation　and
trials，　in　this　case　a　year　and　half　including　previews　in　Quebec　City　and
Newcastle．
　　　Lipsynch　as　a　noun　means　the　act　of　synchronizing　speech　or　song
with　lip　movements．　The　title　alone　is　evocative　enough　to　suggest　the
metaphysical　question　concerning　voice，　i．e．　Who　does　voice　belong　to？
Lepage　writes　in　the　theatre　programme　for　the　London　production　on
the　subject　of　this　play：
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We　often　confuse　voice，　speech　and　language，　but　these　are　indeed
three　very　distinct　and　totally　different　things．　Lipsynch　is　about
the　specific　signification　of　all　three　and　their　interaction　in　modern
human　expression．6
The　end　result　is　a　rather　diffusive　structure．　Like　his　Seven　Streαms（ゾ
River　Ota，　a　project　Lepage　worked　on　in　the　latter　half　of　the　1990s，
Lipsynch　is　somewhat　kabukiesque，　alternating　between　the　serious　and
the　humourous，　and　spanning　generations　with　a　side　character　in　one
scene　appearing　as　the　main　character　in　the　next．　The　binding　factor
of　the　play　is　voice，　but　the　piece’s　thematic　structure　is　also　diffusive　as
anumber　of　its　facets　are　introduced：singing　techniques，　voice　on　the
phone，　multi－lingual　situation，　aphasia，　speech　training（stutter，　ac－
cents，　etc．），　overdubbing　from　a　distant　location　via　internet，　orches－
trated　laugh　track，　voice　acting，　voice　memory，　voice　engineering，
accent　analysis，　computer　chorusing，　voice　of　the　dead（from　tape－
recorded　performances　to　the　dead　body　breaking　wind），auditory　hal－
1ucination，　etc．　These　thematic　sub－topics　are　not　deployed　in　a　causal，
1inear　structure，　but，　as　it　were，　in　space，　with　topics　reflecting　and　illu－
minating　one　another，　just　like　voices　that　surround　us　in　our　everyday
life．
　　　In　one　particularly　beautiful　act，　Michelle　（played　by　Lise
Castonguay）is　working　in　a　bookshop　alone．　We　see　her　through　the
windows　of　the　shop．　The　stage　is　completely　silent　since　we　cannot
hear　the　dialogues　inside．　We　know　that　she　has　lust　been　discharged
from　the　hospital，　but　still　on　medication　for　some　mental　disorder．　Its
actual　symptoms，　though，　have　not　been　revealed．
　　　　It　is　night　and　snowing．　On　the　street　two　surreal　people－apriest
and　a　girl－come　and　go．　It　is　winter　in　Canada，　but　they　wear　light
clothing．　Occasionally　they　seem　to　talk　to　Michelle　over　the　window，
but　we　do　not　hear　what　they　say．　Michelle　does　not　follow　them　with
her　eyes，　seeming　to　take　no　notice　of　them．　After　a　while，　she　takes
medication．　The　mysterious　figures　fade　away．　Some　real－people
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shoppers　enter　the　shop，　talk　to　Michelle，　and　leave．　We　hear　nothing
throughout　the　scene．　Only　silence．
　　　Then　the　whole　action　is　repeated　exactly　the　same　way，　but　now
the　camera　is　inside　the　shop，　turning　our　perspective　180　degrees．　In
this　second　round　we　hear　the　dialogue　in　the　shop．　The　other　marked
difference　is　that　the　two　surreal　people　are　no　longer　visible　across　the
windows．　Although　she　takes　her　pills，　Michelle　appears　to　be　leading
acompletely　normal　life．
　　　During　the　second　round，　we　are　made　to　wonder　who　the　two　sur－
real　people　actually　were．　The　only　natural　conclusion　is　that　they　were
Michelle’s　hallucinated　hearing（hallucination　which　is　made　solely　of
voice　and　no　image），　because　she　does　not　follow　them　with　her　eyes．
In　the　first　round　we　saw　the　voice　in　Michelle’s　mind　embodied　by　the
two　mysterious　figures，　but　only　in　the　second　round　do　we　realize　that
the　hallucinations　were　auditory　and　not　visual．　What　we　have　in　the
second　round，　in　the　afterimage　of　the　mysterious　figures，　is　the　suspen・
sion　of　visual　presence　as　we　pin　down　the　hallucinatory　voices　in　Mi－
chelle，　who　appears　to　lead　a　totally　normal　life．　We　do　not　know　what
the　mysterious　figures　said．　Only　the　physical　quality　of　their　voices　is
retroactively　recognized　in　their　absence．
　　　Here　we　have　the　Lacanian　voice　again，　the　physical　residue　of
signification，　void　of　meaning　in　itself．　Seeing　and　hearing　crossover，
and　the　afterimage　of　the　two　mysterious　figures　becomes　a
thoroughbass（bαsso　continuo）that　rings　in　the　spectators　like　the　snow
silently　falling　outside　the　windows．　Out　of　the　difference　between　the
two　rounds　emerges　her　inner　space　which　is　superimposed　upon　her
life．　It　is　quite　understandable，　therefore，　that　Michelle　decides　to　or・
ganlze　a　poetry　reading　in　her　bookshop．　She　wants　to　share　the　voices
within　her　with　others．
5．Voice　reclaimed：‘Marie’in　Lipsgnch
The　Lacanian　voice　may　be　void　of　meaning，　but　it　can　still　be
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worth　reclaiming　for　its　sheer　physicality．　Think　of　the　voice　of　your
loved　one．　Lepage　also　creates　a　scene　in　which　this　sort　of　voice，　once
lost，　is　reclaimed　in　Act　5　of　Lipsynch　entitled‘Marie．’
　　　Marie（played　by　Fr6d6rike　B6dard）is　a　jazz　singer　and　voice　actor
who，　after　having　a　brain　tumour　removed，　has　lost　the　memory　of　her
father’s　voice．　She　asks　a　professional　lip－reader　to　write　down　what　he
is　saying　in　the　family　eight－millimeter　film　which　she　still　holds．　It
turns　out　that　the　father　in　the　film　is　not　saying　anything　special－it
is，　after　all，　a　family　film，　a　memento　recording　some　festive　occasion－
but　she　asks　a　voice　actor　to　dub　the　lines，　only　to　be　frustrated　after　a
few　takes，　because　all　the　different　voices　that　the　voice　actor　gives
draw　so　much　on　stereotypical　character　settings　that　none　of　them
matches　what　she　imagines　her　father’s　voice　to　be　like．　Seeing　her
sister’s　disappointment，　Michel，　her　sister，　suggests　that　perhaps　Marie
should　do　their　father’s　part　herself，　and　although　not　fully　convinced，
Marie　agrees　to　give　it　a　try．　After　the　sound　engineer　has　made　some
modifications　to　the　voice　track，　the　two　sisters　find　that　the　processed
sound　does　bring　back　their　father’s　voice　and　the　memories　associated
with　it．‘Daddy’s　in　your　voice，’says　Michelle．
　　　As　in　Izutsu，　these　two　acts　from　Lepage’s　Lipsyncんstages　voice
visualized　and　voice　reclaimed　in　commemoration．　Izutsu　and五ipsynch
both　stage　voice　which　cannot　be　reduced　to　the　message　it　conveys．　In
the‘Michelle’act，　the　audience　is　not　allowed　to　know　the　content　of　her
hallucinatory　hearings　after　all，　and　in　this　manner　the　scene　gives　a
visible　presence　to　that　residual　voice，　which　is　theatrically　striking
because　text　alone　does　not　have　the　same　directness　and　simplicity　in
conveying　voice’s　spatial　quality．　We　see　the　voices　in　Michelle’s　head
in　the　afterimage　of　the　two　mysterious　figures．　That　is　innovative，
making　elusive　voice　visible　with　all　its　elusive　quality　retained。
　　　Although　the　Lacanian　voice　is　risidual，　it　is　not　something　that　is
simply　discarded　after　the　meaning　is　trammelled　up　in　the　process　of
signification．　Deprived　of　the　message　and　pared　down　to　the　sheer
physica1，　the　Lacanian　voice　is　ever　so　ephemeral　and　seems　to　simply
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fade　away，　but　the‘afterimage’of　it　can　still　affect　the　hearer　like　a
hypnotic　spell．　Voice　in　this　sense　belongs　to　fantasy，　hallucination，
and　above　all　memory　rather　than　to　history．　To　reclaim　the　voice
means　not　merely　to　shed　light　on　what　has　remained　unsaid；it　is　also
to　imagine　and　reconstruct　the　physical　feel　of　it，　which　both　the　pro・
tagonlst　woman　in　12utsu　and　Marie　in　Lipsynch　hold　dear．　When　she
reappears　to　dance　in　the　finale，　the　ghost　of　the　woman　in　lzutsu　ap・
pears　in　Narihira’s　keepsake　outfit，　hoping　to　invoke　his　spirit　and　let　it
possess　her　so　that　they　can　be　one．　She　dances　to　the　chorus　chanting
the　poems　that　she　and　her　lover　exchanged　when　young．　The　chorus
take　over　her　voice，　but　in　doing　so　they　also　take　it　away　from　her，
making　the　source　of　the　voice　uncertain．　It　still　comes　partly　from　her
undoubtedly，　but　simultaneously　it　also　seems　to　be　uttered　from　out・
side　her：from　somewhere　in　her　past　which　she　tries　to　reclaim．　For
Marie，　the　keepsake　outfit　was　the　family　film　which　her　father　Ieft
with　her．　By　giving　her　own　voice　to　his　image，　she　also　invokes　her
father’s　spirit．
　　　By　choosing　lzutsu　and　Lipsynch　as　my　topics，　I　am　not　trying　to
argue　that　Lepage　was　inspired　by　noh　to　make　those　acts，　although　it
may　be　worth　noting　that　he　made　a　film　entitled　N60ut　of　one　scene
from　his　Seven　Streαms（ゾ1～iver　Ota．　Nor　am　I　suggesting　that　the　two
examples　I　have　discussed　are　clear　examples　of　the‘post・dramatic
theatre，’anotion　which　is　now　internationally　fashionable　since　it　was
advocated　by　Hans－Thies　Lehmann　in　1999，7　though　if‘dramatic　theatre’
means　the　kind　of　theatre　which　is　reducible　to　written　text，　they　most
definitely　spill　over　that　territory．　Both　lzutsu　and　Lips二ynch　are　success－
ful　in　exploring　the　possibility　of　capturing　and　representing　the
Lacanian，　ephemeral，　residual　voice　on　the　stage．　In　reclaiming　it，　they
enable　the　audience　to　share　in　its　uncanny／unhomely　physicality－
the　kind　of　physicality　which　is　crucial　to　the　formatiop　of　fantasy　and
memory．
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